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 Human  i  2 
First World Problems in the Third World


	 It’s our last day in Singapore and our 4-star hotel has no water. Carol managed her 
morning shower just prior to the unexpected curtailment. The last 17 drops of cleansing 
liquid left me craving more, having become appreciative of 2 or 3 showers a day. No one 
knew when we would be able to flush the toilet again. Oh, the horror! The front desk was 

loaded down with chocolate mini-muffins, there to apologize for the 
inconvenience. Considering the toilet ramifications, perhaps hugs would 
have been a better choice. We returned back to the hotel in the evening 
to discover that the pipes were flowing once again and life as we know it 
would continue to exist. We were also to be treated to free buffet 
breakfasts the next morning as an apology. Tomorrow was going to be a 
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great day even though we were scheduled to take a bus 
to Kuala Lumpur in the morning. I checked online and 
spotted a Solitaire 5-star bus that had only 18 single 
cocoon seats with private screens, wifi and refreshments 
included. It was an 85% uptick in cost from the normal 5-
star busses, but hey, pampering Carol is worth the extra 
$17.00 each. There were only 3 of the 18 seats booked, 
so I decided to use my remaining Singapore dollars to 
buy the tickets in the morning. What a day it will be! 
Caroll was excited and we drifted off to sleep with chili-
garlic burps seeping through smiling mouths.

	 Managing expectations is one of the hardest things 
to do in life. That evening, we visited the Michelin Star-
winning chicken and rice booth I mentioned a couple of 
days ago. While I ordered a plate of fried oysters and egg 
from a neighbouring booth, Carol stood in line to buy the 
famous food. While my choice seemed to contain 
noticeably less oyster and more egg than we 
remembered from our past, it was a gastronomic success 
compared to the barely edible version of caloric intake 
that Carol received. It was cold, bland and undercooked. 
Our expectations had been soaring, but our taste buds 
were pissed. 

	 The morning began under sunny skies that were equal to our 
dispositions. Breakfast was great, including the mandatory chili-fried 
noodles, the train to the bus station proceeded as planned, and we 
reached the bus station just before the ticket office opened. A young 
Australian couple who had just arrived were interesting to talk with. We 
would be good friends by the time we reached Kuala Lumpur. The office 
opened with a jolt. I sat down on a small stool by the desk and toppled backward onto the 
floor to the shocked dismay of the young lady who feared I had fallen and could not get up. 
She waited until I did quickly rise to my feet before informing me that there was only one 
seat left on the bus. Perhaps they were just concerned about the insurance liability I 
seemed to represent, but somehow between the time I checked online the night before and 

the moment the office opened in the morning, all of the seats had 
been sold.

	 I am writing this from a reclining air-conditioned 4.5-star bus 
seat as we zoom toward KL. Carol is dozing beside me. The subtle 
chili-garlic burps are still there but the smile is gone, but only for a 
short while I trust. Our plan is to get to KL, go for a nice Thai 
massage and then go hunting for curry. The evening will 
undoubtedly be incredible, but as always, expectations need to be 
managed. This is especially true in the third-world where at 35 
degrees, first-world problems have a way of getting the better of 
you. The scary thing is, if it can happen in Singapore, what will it be 
like in Kuala Lumpur. Perhaps tomorrow we will find out.
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